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Bruno Contini originates from Lecce in Southern Italy and now lives in Ferrara in the EmiliaRomagna Italian region.
He recorded his first musical work named “Saint George’s Glory” in the year 2000.
In 2004 he published his second record project going under the name “That’s my world”.
This latter attracted the interest of Nikolaj Androsov, one of the major choreographers in Russia.
He was so fascinated about the sonority of the track Lelouche (under That’s my world) that he
choose it as the sound track for the Ballet presented on occasion of his participation in the fifth
Austrian National Ballet and Dance competition organized by the UNESCO International Dance
Organization. In this competition the Music and Choreography were awarded the International
Osterr TanzaRa prize.
Tracks like New York find your Peace, composed immediately after the twin towers-attack, are
precursors of the subsequent recording projects the author has embarked in which led to the lyric
and choreographic work “Anastasia”, a theatre play which premiere at a world level took place at
the New Opera Theater in Moscow in 2005. The performance was highly successful, for critics and
audience as well, and when later in December 2005 it was performed in Italy at the Ferrara Teatro
Comunale, and in 2009 it was performed at the Ariston Theatre in Sanremo, Italy, in collaboration
with the Ariston Proballet directed by choreographer Marcello Algeri.
In 2015 Contini writes the music for the staging of “L’albero dei Pavoni”, the book written by
Tonino Guerra. The play was performed at the Raffaello and Federico da Montefeltro Theater in
Urbino, Italy. Its production was Italo-Russian, and the cast included the outstanding Carla Fracci,
Nicolaj Androsov and his dancers, directed by Beppe Menegatti.

Talking about nowadays it is necessary to highlight
the tracks so well arranged by conductor Raffaele
Casarano and collected under the last album named
“SENSATIONS” published in 2021. The listener’s
imagination is fully set free while he is caught in an
unreal, fantastic, and sometimes sacred journey. The
music of Sensations leads to dreamlike wildlands,
epical legends, cinema and tv works, thus making
everyone’s vital fluids to vibrate. The Album is
distributed worldwide on digital platforms by ADA
Italy, a Warner Music division in Italy (available
on Spotify).
At present the composer is more and more involved
in “World Music” projects searching for sounds and
music to be synchronized in theaters, cinema ,and
audiovisual works.

Anastasia
THE HEART BEYOND WINTER
If we are still able to look at and listen to, we may realize that
the superior strength of Love is capable of reviving and helping
us, even under the worst situations.
Love will help to overcome any difficulties. This is the message
from my little Anastasia, as told by my piano keyboard, and I
do hope Anastasia shall become somehow yours, too…

Bruno Contini
“Anastasia” was welcome with enthusiasm by critics
and was very successful both in Russia and in Italy.
The work of composer Contini raised positive
comments from newspapers “la Nuova”, “la Piazza”,
“La Voce”, “Il Resto del Carlino”, “L’Unità”, “La
Gazzetta” in Italy, and major newspapers in Russia
as well.
Following is an abstract of the piece of news
published by “La Gazzetta”: “Bruno Contini is the
composer and artistic director of the performance
Anastasia, and by his work he offers the audience a
“new” kind of show.
Its innovative character is represented by a wellbalanced alloy made of music, choreography, and
unprecedented lyric-opera sounds”..

Sensations
“SENSATIONS” tracks set imagination free, and lead to an
unreal, fantastic, and sometimes sacred journey.
Listening to Sensations leads to dreamlike wildlands, and
epical legends, thus making everyone’s vital fluids to vibrate.

It is surprising how this musical journey
originating from strictly personal experiences
may cause the listeners to recall souvenirs, while
every truck leads to different places stored in the
mind as a compass for personal feelings.
Some of these tracks were released on occasion
of a Christmas video mapping performed onto
the Ferrara Estense Castle in December 2021

